As a three-dimensional object is moving through our world, we generally obtain a vivid impression of both its structure and its motion through space. The time-course of two-dimensional projections of the scene (optic flow) is important in conveying this three-dimensional information to us. The extent to which we can solve this specific inverse problem, i.e. infer a three-dimensional scene from two-dimensional flow, depends on the accuracy with which the required flow characteristics are processed by our visual system. Inadequate two-dimensional processing can lead to incomplete representations of the three-dimensional world (three-dimensional metric information is lost). Then the motion and structure of objects can no longer be recovered uniquely. Consequently, metameric classes of three-dimensional representations arise (e.g. only affine properties are conserved). This study investigates under what conditions we find metameric combinations of the perceived attitude and perceived rotation of a plane.
INTRODUCTION
Motion parallax is consideredto be an importantcue for human perception of the three-dimensionalstructure of objects and their motion through a scene. It has been known for a long time that humans can get a fairly accurate three-dimensional impression of a rotating object, just from the shadow it casts on a screen. In 1953,Wallach and O'Connellwere the firstto investigate this effect systematically. They termed it the "kinetic depth effect'".This paper deals with the human perception of motion and structure of rotating planar objects, defined solely by motion parallax information.All other possibledepth cues are absent.The objectiveof the study is to reveal the interdependenceof perceived attitudeand perceived rot:ation. 
Modelling human performance with structure-fkommotion tasks
There is .an ongoing search for a model that will describe human structure-from-motion perception. On the one hand there is a vast literature concerning the theoretical possibilities of reconstructing the spatial layout of a scene from the changing projections of such a scene. Different approaches require different numbers of views and markers (or different spatio-temporal derivatives of the optic flow field), and are based on different assumptions about the underlying structure of the scene, the transformationsbetween the views and the type of projection. For an extensive review of a large number of these computational methods, see Aggarwal and Nandhakumar (1988) , On the other hand there is a large collection of experimental (psychophysical) data that proposes certain reconstruction schemes and disproves others. For instance, read Simpson (1993) .
We now give a short introduction to two important issuesthat motivatedthe research described in this paper.
Ajjine-in-depth and metric representations
It is theoretically impossibleto compute a full metric representation of a scene from only two orthographic views (ignoringall cuesbut structure-from-motion). * One needsat leastthreeviewsof fourpointsto do that (Unman, 1979) .This raises a questionabout how humanspossibly can perceive a three-dimensionalstructurewith only two orthographicviews, a fact for which abundant evidence has been collected (e.g. Unman, 1984; Hildreth et al., 1990; Todd & Bressan, 1990; Todd & Norman, 1991; Liter et al., 1993; Werkhoven & van Veen, 1995) . We must ask ourselves what information can be extracted from two views only. Several researchershave addressed this question (Unman, 1983; Bennettet al,, 1989; Todd& Bressan, 1990; Koenderink & van Doom, 1991) ;it turns outthatwe can obtaina one-parameterfamilyof solutions. This we call the affine-in-depthrepresentationof a scene, as opposed to the metric representation.In principle, an affine-in-depthf'representation can be upgraded to a metric representation with the use of other sources of information,such as someothervisualcues likebinocular stereopsis(e.g. Richards, 1985) or prior information and assumptionsabout object shape and motion.
It is not yet clear whether an affine-in-depthor a metric description (or something else) most closely resembles the representationthat we use. That we already seem to have some representation of visual space with only two views can be used as an argument in favour of the hypothesis that such a representation must resemble an affine-in-depth representation. However, instead of measuring the representation that a subject has as a *In principle, the combinationof structure-from-motionwith perspective deformationsallows for the full reconstructionof a scene from onlytwo views of fivepoints [exceptfor an overall scale parameter; for example see Faugeras & Maybank (1990) ; also see Unman (1979) and Longuet-Higgins(1988) ].However,this reconstruction from two perspective views is knownto be very sensitive to noise and is only accurate for large visual fields (high perspective).Read Unman (1983) and Kanatani (1993) for some discussion on this. We will further ignore perspective informationand instead discuss orthographicprojections. TSeveralauthors have given names to different representationsof the structure and motion of three-dimensionalobjects. We give a short explanation here. An af/irre representation means effectively that structure and motion are not disentangledat all. No metric aspects of the structure are represented; only affine properties (like parallelism of line segments) and affine quantities [like the ratio of distances along a certain direction (relief), or the ratio of volumes] are represented. Motionsare undefined.This is stratum I of Koenderinkand van Doom's analysis (1991) .An ajjlne-br-depth representationencompassesa nearly perfect separationof structure and motion. Both are almost completely known except for one parameter which couples possible interpretations of structure to those of motion. A full metric is obtained in the fronto-parallel directionsbut only a special aftine representationis obtainedalong the viewing direction. Note that sometimesthis type of representation is also called affine, which is rather confusing.This is stratum II in Koenderinkand van Doom's analysis which is also described by Bennett et al. (1989) and Todd and Bressan (1990) .In a metric representation,motionand structure are no longerconfounded.We know all distances between points in three-dimensional and the object motion is also fully recovered. This is the stage which was historically believed to be the one the visual system aims to reach for. However, it has become clear recently that many tasks examined in past experiments do not require a metric representation at all (Todd& Bressan, 1990 ).
functionof the number of views, we should measure it as a function of the information available to the subject to perform a specific task. The problem then is to specify what exactlythat informationis. In the general discussion we will develop some ideas aboutthe sorts of information that might play a role in controlling the type of representation available to the subject, based on the results of the experimentsthat we did.
Motion and structure
A second important topic is the relation between perception of motion and perception of structure. In an affine-in-depthrepresentation, these entities are, theoretically at least, strongly coupled. That is, misinterpretations of the motion will lead to corresponding misinterpretationsof the structural aspects.
Whether human performance does indeed reflect this relation is an interestingquestionwhich will be reviewed in the general discussionat the end of this paper. We can hypothesisetwo distinctmechanisms,for instance,one for the extraction of motion information and one for the extraction of structure information. In such a configuration,errorsin one systemwill notbe correlatedwith errors made in the other system. Because the affine-in-depth theory lets us make strong predictionsabout this issue, it makessenseto investigatethisquestionpsychophysically.
This paper
The paper starts with a short analysis of a method for recoveringstructureand motion from txvoparallel views. We reduce the problem to its basics, and pay special attention to the connection between recovered motion and recovered structure.
We then report on new psychophysicalexperiments,in which we investigate the relation between perception of surface attitudeand perceptionof rotationmagnitude.We probe human performance using a double-matching procedure. First we show that the errors in the perception of surface attitude and rotation magnitude can become quite large. Then we present clear results which indicate that, under certain conditions,there is only one combined perceptual correlate of these two separate entities: attitude and rotation become fully interchangeable.This supports the existence of mechanisms that compute motion and structure simultaneously. In practice, the results imply that an overestimation of depth is accompanied by an underestimation of motion. This perceptual mixing (metamerism) is to be understood theoretically in terms of a so-called affine-in-depth representation.
Finally, in the general discussion, we adopt an approach that differs from the usual geometric approach to structure-from-motion.The connection between the subject's use of two or more views in structure-frommotion tasks and the subject's performance with affine and metric tasks, respectively is usually based on theoretically derived minimum configurations for the recovery of spatial layout and motion (e.g. three orthographicviews are required for a metric representation, which is needed for good performance with metric tasks). We argue that our experiments show that the difference between affine-in-depthand metric representations is not as strict as generally believed. Whether an affine-in-dept:hor a metric reconstruction can be made from the stimulus and whether human performance is aftine-in-depl.hor metric is basically a matter of noise tolerance, not of geometry.
RECONSTRUCTIONOF THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTUREAND MOTION FROM TWO PARALLEL PROJECTIONS
This secticm explains some essential aspects of the theories concerning the reconstruction of three-dimensionalobject motionand layoutfrom parallel projections. We consider the discrete case of moving identifiable object points. We treat the two-viewscase, which results in an affine-in-depthrepresentation.
The stimuli that we use in the present experiments always consist of planar objects rotating around frontoparallel axes, which is a generic example of the structurefrom-motion problem. We clarify this by making a decompositionof the three-dimensionalmotion, following Koenderinkand van Doom (1991) .We will show that with an affin.e-in-depthrepresentation, underestimation of the amount of rotation in depth corresponds to overestimationof the depth of the rotating structure.
*When discussing reconstruction schemes, most authors start at the point where the correspondence between the projections of each markerin differentviewshasbeen established.Solvingthat problem is interesting in itself, and has been investigated by Scott and Lmrguet-Higgins(1991 ),Aggarwaletal. (1981 )andUnman(1979 , amongst others. We will not discuss this any further and instead assume that the correspondencehas been established. fWe are using a specificdegree of freedomhere (Chasles'theorem): in general, a motion in space can be described by a rotation followed by a translation. The position of the rotation axis is not definedand can be chosen anywhere.For each choice there is one corresponding translaticm.This is just a matter of selecting a convenient coordinate system. $Whenwe watch a movingobject, we typically follow it with our eyes as it translates through space. This effectively removes the translation componentorthogonalto the viewing direction. $A perspective projection of an object that translates in depth changes in size. This scale problem is totally ignored in the parallel projectioncase. The scaling causes the flowfield to be non-parallel after removal of translationand image-planerotation,which makes the decomposition somewhat more complicated, but it is nevertheless possible to find both the image plane rotation and the scaling factor if we have at least four points in both views (Koenderink& van Doom, 1991) . llSupposewe have plotted these two views on a pair of transparencies.
After choosing the origin (pick any one) we can put the transparencies on top of each other with their origins coincident. Now just rotate one transparency (keep on matching the origins) until all displacements are parallel. You will find two solutions whichdifferby 180degbut that isjust a matter of signs.Moreover,it is readily seen that this is a methodwhich is quite tolerant to noise: just findthe amountof rotationwhichmaximizesparallelismof flow (e.g. maximizethe sumofthedot-products betweenall displacement vectors). If we cannot find such an amount of rotation, we must conclude that the object underwent a non-rigid transformation betweenthe twoviews.Thiswouldfalsify ourassumptionof a single object movingin space (rigidity assumption!).
The general case
Consider a moving object in space. The projections of its identifiablepoints*carry informationaboutthe spatiotemporal relation between these points and the observer. Several authors have already described in detail some techniquesfor making the three-dimensionalreconstruction. We stress here that the outcomes of their different methods should be the same in all respects, provided the information and assumptions used are identical. In our analysiswe use the set of projected positionsin different parallel projected views (defining the structure-frommotion cue and ignoring any perspective cues) and we make the commonly used rigidity assumption.
A convenientapproach then is to consider the relative motionto be the combinationof a translationof the object centre and a rotation of the object around an axis through the same centre, both with respect to the viewer-fixed reference frame.? Following Koenderink and van Doom (1991) , who gave an elegant stratification of the structure-from-motionproblem, we first treat the translation part of the motion. (Koenderink and van Doom took the semi-parallel approach whereas we discuss the parallel case. This leads to small differences in some points.) A translation in depth, i.e. along the viewing direction, is not visible in the projection; that is, global translations in depth are mathematically indistinguishable from no translation at all. Translations in a frontoparallel direction, however, (orthogonal to the viewing direction)have a strong and simple impact on the image: everything moves with a fixed amount in the same directionas if there were a translationof the image plane. We can definethe amount and direction of translationby selecting some point of the object and interpreting its displacementfrom view 1 to view 2 as translation alone. The axisof rotationnow passes throughthat point. This is what we earlier on called "the object centre"; which pointwe actually chooseis not important.To summarize, we can say that the translationsare either not noticeable (along the viewing direction)or easily extracted (along a fronto-paralleldirection) and do not reveal any information about the structure of the object.
Let us assume the translationpart has been dealt with$ and that we have thus definedan origin throughwhich the rotation axis passes. We can now decompose the remaining object rotation into two successive rotations: one rotation around an axis orthogonal to the viewing direction followed by a rotation around the viewing direction (see Appendix A). The latter rotation is equivalentto a rotation of the image plane and therefore contains no information about the spatial layout of the object under consideration. In view of the fact that the other rotation componentcauses projected displacements in one directiononly (orthogonalto the axis direction),all we need to do is to find the specific amount of image plane rotation that makes the remaining flow (displacement field) parallel.~To do this we need at least two points visible in both views, in addition to the point that we defined as the origin. The solution can easily be found.1[ After we have corrected the views for this image (Note that this sketch by no means resembles the actual stimulus;for the sake of a clearer drawingthe plane has been drawn in perspective, which was not the case in the experiment. Furthermore, in the real experiment the contours of the plane were masked and the plane was textured with light dots on a dark background.) The elevation of the plane is indicated by @and the magnitudeof rotationis denotedasp. For the particularplane depicted, the depthgradientin thex-direction Gxis larger than the depthgradient in the y-direction Gy, because the plane is clearly more slanted backwards than sidewards.
plane orientation difference, we are left with a parallel flow. This corresponds to a rotation in depth around an axis parallel to the fronto-parallel plane and perpendicular to the flow. Note that as soon as we have reduced the problem to this parallel flow situation, such an interpretationin termsof a rigid objectrotatingin depth is always possible. Although the previous steps are all quite interestingin themselves, the information about the structure is only revealed through the rotation in depth. We will therefore focus our attention on this component alone.
The generic problem: A planar patch rotating in depth
At this point we have a parallel displacement field, specified by at least three moving points: an origin and two others to establish the parallelism of flow. How shouldwe proceed from here? In Appendix B it is shown that any reconstruction of this generic structure-frommotion problem will be ambiguous both in depth and motion. Adding more object points does not make any difference. We conclude that the basic gist of the structure-from-motionproblem is contained in a planar patch rotating in depth (which is specifiedby three noncollinear points in two views), at least for parallel projections. Furthermore, we conclude that from two parallel projected views neither motion or depth can be fully determined; only a relation between them can be "=arctan (*)
Gx and Gy are the x and y componentsof the depth gradient. They are larger when the plane is more slanted in the comespondingdirection. Note that the (vertical) rotation axis points in the x direction.
established.In other words, we have a metameric class of solutionsof motion and structure.
In the rest of this paper we will discuss experiments with such planar patches rotating in depth. The angle between a planarpatch and its rotationaxis is an invariant during the rotation. We call this angle the elevation Oof the plane with respect to the rotation axis.* See Fig. 1 .
Using the resultsfrom Appendix B, a (rather complex) relationbetween reconstructedelevation drecand rotation magnitude prec can be derived. To make this relation easier to understand,we considera range of reconstructed rotation magnitudes around the veridical magnitude. In this case a much simpler dependence emerges. We distinguishtwo extreme situations:
(A) Gy >1 (the slant in the horizontal direction, orthogonal to the rotation axis, is very large); in this situationthe reconstructedelevation coincideswith the veridical value, independent of the reconstructed rotation magnitude(still assumingrotation magnitudes close to the veridical value!). This result is easily understoodwhen one realisesthat Gy+ co corresponds to a side-viewof the plane. The projectionof the plane reduces to a line, in which case the elevation simplifies to the two-dimensionalangle between the rotation axis and that line.
(B) Gy <<1 (there is almost no slant in the horizontal direction); in this situation the relation between reconstructed and veridical elevation and rotation magnitude is given by tan(tFec)= tan(&'e').
sin(pver) sin(pec) ' in which the superscripts rec and ver denote reconstructed and veridical quantities, respectively. It is clear that the relation between reconstructed elevation and reconstructed rotation is approximately hyperbolic (inversely proportional) . This means that an underestimation of the amount of rotation will result in an overestimation of the elevation, which corresponds to more depth.
For intermediate values of Gy there is a general transition between the two extremes. In general, an inverse relationshipis a good description of the relation between reconstructed rotation magnitude and reconstructed elevation. It means that when reconstructed elevation is plotted against reconstructedrotation magnitude, the metameric class is depicted as a hyperbolic curve passing through the veridical point.
The above formulas are exact only when the reconstructed values are close enough to the veridical ones. When the deviations become too large, the formulasbecome more complex and the inverse relationship becomes distorted. However, in interpreting the experimentsdescribedin this paper it sufficesto keep the inverse relationship in mind. Whenever a quantitative result is needed to interpretthe data we revert to the exact formulas from Appendix B.
Remarks
The reduction of the structure-from-motionproblem using motion decomposition seems to be an interesting approach. We are not suggesting however, that the human visual system does indeed perform this decomposition or reduction of the problem.
The extensionto the three-or-more-viewscase was not discussed here, but it suffices to know that a metric representation can be obtained from three views by the application of'intersection of constraints (Koenderink & van Doom, 1!191) .
METHODS
Subjects had to simultaneouslymatch the magnitudes of rotation and the elevations of two rotating planar patches.
Apparatus
The stimuli were shown on a Radius TPD/19 high resolution (82 dpi) grey-scale monitor at 71 Hz, connected to an Apple Macintosh IIfx computer.
Stimulus
Two rotating planar objectswith certain attitudeswere simultaneously displayed on a computer screen. The rotation axes were always vertical and through the centresof the objects.The planeswere texturedwith light random dots (dot size 43 sec arc) on a dark background, and were presented with high contrast. Both planes were shown behind circular masks with diameters of 3.4 deg.
The masks were not directly visiblebecause they had the same luminance as the background. The horizontal separation of the masks (and the object centres) was 6.9 deg. Because the planes were much larger than the mask size, nc~contour information was available in the displays,except when the amount of rotation approached 180 deg, causing a side-view of the plane. This large amount of rotation was far outside the range used to generate the stimuli,but could in principle occur when a subject overestimates the rotation magnitude dramatically. However, it turned out that the subjectsvery rarely encountered this effect while adjustingthe magnitude of rotation. The number of visible dots varied during the rotation,but at the most frontal orientation*of the planes about60 dotswere visible(-l%o dot density).Thus, if the plane is rotated 60 deg relative to the most frontal condition, then the number of visible dots will double. The planes were presented in oscillatory motion, with initially different magnitudes of rotation. We generated 20 new frames per second, thus creating a rather smooth motion sequence. New sets of random dots were generated for each trial and for each plane.
During a trial both planes were shown simultaneously, *Theorientation at which the normal of the planar patch is within the plane defined by the viewing direction and the rotation axis is called the most frontal orientation during the rotation. Gy = O in that case.
except in the first second when only the reference plane was shown. This procedure was used to avoid possible confusion about which plane could be adjusted: the test plane could be either on the left or the right of the screen. Dot density can be a cue for the instantaneousattitude of a plane. We made sure that the dot densitywas always chosen independent of the elevation: in each trial, a random number of dots (between 45 and 75) was visible in the most frontal orientation of a plane. Moreover, this dot density was kept independent of elevation even during subjects' adjustments of elevation. This sometimes caused a subject to gain a somewhat unnatural impressionof the behaviourof the dots in the plane while he or she made these adjustments: when the subject increasedthe elevationof the plane, the dots stayed at the same height on the screen instead of being compressed towards the centre. During such an adjustment, the subject sometimes had the impression that the dots were moving inside the plane which is of course exactly what we put in. Because subjects reported this phenomenon only occasionally (and it was only visible while adjusting) we decided to maintain the precaution. Pilot studies did not show any significant change in performance that could be attributed to this phenomenon.
It shouldbe noted again that the dot densityis of course not constant during the rotation, which is a potential cue to the rotation magnitude. As stated above, we have randomized the number of dots available in the most frontal view, but there is no way to neutralize the dot densitycue completely.When subjectscould make use of this cue, they would probably end up avoiding extremely high rotation magnitudes.
We randomized the period of oscillation of the test object, to prevent the subjects from matching either the elevation or the rotation magnitude by simply matching a single image velocity at a certain location inside the masks. Whereas the period of oscillation for the reference object was always 28 frames (1.4 see), for the test object it was (with equal probability)either 20, 24, 28, 32, 36 or 40 frames (between 1 and 2 see). Moreover, the phase of the two oscillations was randomized, which is only a relevant factor for equal periods. Pilot studies did not show any significantchange in performancewhich could be attributed to randomization of the period of oscillation.
Procedure
The subjects were seated in front of the computer screen at a distanceof 150 cm. Head movementswere not restricted, but subjects were required to keep their right eye just in front of the centre of the screen. The left eye was coveredwith a black eye patch. The roomwas almost completely dark, but subjects were still able to see the monitor and the table on which it was placed.
Each stimulusconsistedof a test object and a reference object. A stimulus is specified by six parameters: the angle that each plane makes with the (vertical) rotation axis, also called the elevation of the plane (zero means an uprightplane); the magnitude of oscillationof each plane T ; , .,: ., .,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,, (twice the amplitude);and the averageorientationof each plane with respect to the most frontal condition, also called the twist of that plane. The values of the reference object parameters depended on the specific condition measured. The values of the test object parameters were chosen randomly, except for the twist, which was always the same for reference and test. The task of the subjects was two-fold: they had to simultaneously adjust both the elevation and the magnitude of rotation of the test plane until these parameters matched those of the reference plane. They used a trackerball to control the parameters; up-down movement of the hand corresponded to an increasedecrease in elevation of the test plane, whereas left-right movement corresponded to a decrease-increase in the magnitudeof rotationof the test plane. It was possiblefor subjects to match both parameters within one single movement.One full rotationof the ball correspondedto a 30 deg change in elevation (0.05 deg angularresolution). The resolution of the magnitudeof rotation depended on the frequency of oscillation, but was always between 0.11 deg (high frequency) and 0.21 deg (low frequency). When subjects were satisfied with the adjustments they had made, they indicated this by pressing a button, whereupon a new stimulus appeared. Presentation time was not limited and on average subjects took about one minute per trial.
Subjects
Three subjects participated in our experiments: HJ (author), MH and IV. All had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. HJ and MH had had extensive previous experience with structure-from-motion tasks and were fully aware of the objectivesof the research, whereas IV was only slightlyacquaintedwith this type of task and the topic of research.
Design
We defined32 experimentalconditions.We varied the elevation of the reference plane (15, 30, 45 and 60 deg), the magnitude of its rotation (28, 42, 70 and 98 deg) and its twist (Oor 30 deg). The elevationof the test plane was (initially) always randomly chosen between -15 and 70 deg, and its magnitudeof rotationwas between 14 and 126 deg. As mentionedbefore, the twist of the test plane was always the same as that of the reference plane.
These 32 conditions were measured in two separate experiments, one in which all planes had twist Odeg (subjectsHJ, MH and IV), and a second one in which all planes had twist 30 deg (subject MH). Each of the 16 conditions was measured about 20 times per subject. These 320 trials were presented to the subject in random order, although pilot studies have shown no significant effect of randomization.In fact, measuringone condition in isolation (thus with a fixed and known reference object) gave the same results as mixing it with many others. Subjects completed an experiment in about four sessions.
RESULTS

Method of analysis
The raw data that we acquired consisted of paired settings of elevation and rotation magnitude. First, we took the absolute value of the recorded rotation magnitudes; subjects could "go" to negative values during adjustment,which happenedoccasionallywith the smaller rotation magnitudes.Taking the absolutevalue is allowed because it is effectively the same as a 180 deg phase change, which has no effect on a stimulusin which phase is randomized. Secondly,we mapped all recorded elevation angles onto angles betsveen O and 90 deg. A sign inversion of the elevation is equivalent to a mirror inversion in the fronto-parallel plane, which is a wellknown mathematical ambiguity for displays generated with parallel projection.
To facilitate the interpretationof these corrected data, we performed several statistical analyses on the settings. The data were grouped per condition and subject (-20 trials) and plotted in a two-dimensional graph as elevation ('y)vs rotation magnitude (x). Variances and covarianceswere computed; this enabled us to draw the covariance ellipse in the same graph. The covariance ellipse is a contour line of the two-dimensionalGaussian probability distributionfitted to the data. If any settings were outside the 2.5 sigma contour (4'%probability), these settings were discarded and a new covariance ellipse was computed. Each covariance ellipse was specifiedby the two-dimensionalmedian of the settings (the ellipse centre), its major and minor axis lengths (the width of the Gaussian in that direction) and its orientation. We also computed the median, mean and standard deviations of both the elevation and rotation magnitude settings, as well as the linear correlation between these settings. Figure 2 shows the complete dataset obtained from subject IV at twist Odeg, illustrating the methods of the above analysis. Because of limited space, only this example is given. The results for all subjects are summarized below.
Introspective results
All subjects reported seeing slanted random-dot textured planes rotating in depth in almost every trial. Sometimes subjects reported having problems with too high image speeds in conditions in which both the elevationand the rotationmagnitudewere large. Subjects remarked that while they were adjusting the elevation, the rotation magnitude sometimes seemed to change as well. In some cases when the subjects moved the trackerball along a diagonal, thus objectively adjusting both parametersat the same time, they had the impression they were changing only one parameter at a time. One subject reported sometimes having the impression that, while the plane was moving, the dots were also moving over the planar surface. 
Medians of the settings of elevation and rotation magnitude
Introduction. The medians of the settings cannot be given a proper meaningin this experiment, because the reference stimulus and the test stimulus were almost completely identical. Measures of overestimation or underestimationcan only be obtained if the test stimulus is defineddifferently.For instance,we could use a stereodefined test stimulus, or ask subjects to estimate numerical values of elevation and rotation. Therefore, in this experiment, medians deviating from the real values that were put into the displayscan be due only to particular asymmetries between test and reference stimulus, or to response biases of the subjects. We will discuss these possibilitiesbriefly.
First, there is one major difference between test and reference stimulus, namely the frequency of oscillation. The reference plane rotates at 1 cycle per 1.4 see, whereas the test plane rotates at 1 cycle per period of 1-2 sec. This asymmetrycould lead to perceptualbiasing of the elevation or of the rotation magnitude. For instance, higher frequencies of oscillation, and thus higher image velocities, might give the subject an impressionof a larger rotation magnitude. Second, we give an example of possible response biases. Suppose that subjects avoid the range of adjustments that result in extreme image velocities, either very low or very high ones. If during a certain adjustmentthe image velocities become too exceptional (due to the specific rotation magnitude, elevation or frequency of oscillation), the subjects will effectively adjust the rotation magnitude and/or the elevation to moderate the image velocities. The resulting median of the settingswill then become biased.
Results. For each subject, the 16 conditions per experiment resulted in 16 median values for both matched elevation and matched rotation magnitude. No significanteffects of the reference rotation magnitudeon the median of the elevation settings could be found. The same holds for effects of reference elevation on the median of the rotation magnitude settings. Effects of the frequency of oscillation on elevation or rotation magnitude settingscould not be found. We computed the linear regression of the median of matched elevation as a function of the reference stimulus elevation, and of the median of matched rotation magnitude as a function of the reference rotation magnitude. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 1 . A compression of the range of both the rotation magnitude and elevation responses is clearly visible, at least for subjects MH and IV. Further inspection shows that the compression of rotation magnitude range is caused by overestimationof small magnitudes and underestimation of large magnitudes. Inspection of the elevation results reveals a compression towards Odeg over the whole range. The results for subject MH in the twist 30 deg conditionsare similar to the results for the twist Odeg conditions.
Conclusions. The fact that the recorded elevation and rotationmagnitude(i.e. the median of settings)of the test stimulusare highlycorrelatedwith the reference stimulus parameters proves that subjects are quite capable of performing the task. Moreover, the subjects demonstrate only a slighttendencyto compressthe range of responses with respect to the stimulusrange; this suggeststhat both the differencesbetween test and reference object and the responsebiases are negligible.Tlie small range compression is compatible with a response bias caused by subjects'regressionaway from extreme image velocities. 
Variance of elevation and rotation magnitude settings
The variancesin the settingsof the two parametersgive us some indicationabout the discriminabilityof elevation and rotation magnitude.
Results for the rotation magnitude settings. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the standard deviation of the rotation magnitude settings (SD) does not increase with increasing absolute values of rotation magnitude, except possibly for the 60 deg elevation conditions. The influence of the different elevations on the level of the SD depends on the subject: MH shows virtually no effects (both twist conditions), whereas subjects HJ and IV exhibit an increase in the SD with increasing elevation.
The average SD (average of all conditions)was quite constant over subjects: 11 deg(HJ, MH twist Odeg) and 12 deg (IV). Subject MH at twist 30 deg showed a lower value, namely 8 deg. Note that these averagescorrespond to a relativeSDof 40%at28 degrotationmagnitude,going down to 10% and below at 98 deg rotation magnitude.
Results for the elevation settings. As we can see in Fig.  4 , the standard deviation of the elevation settings (SD) does not increase with increasing absolute values of elevation beyond 30 deg (subject IV beyond 45 deg). No significant effects of the rotation magnitude on the SD could be found.
The average SD (average of all conditions)was higher for subjects HJ and IV than for subject MH: 9 deg (HJ, IV) vs 7 deg (MH twist Odeg) and 6 deg (MH twist 30 deg).
Conclusions. The variances in the settings of the two parameters are fairly consistent over subjects and are more or less independent of the specific condition measured.SubjectMH (who tested both twist conditions) showed slightlybetter performancewith the twist 30 deg 
Correlation between the settings
Introduction. In our introduction to this paper we broughtup the subject of the relation between perception of motion and perception of structure. In the theory section we then discussedthe affine-in-depthrepresentation and showed that it is equivalent to a one-parameter metameric class of solutionsof motion and depth. If, on the one hand, the visual system maintains an ajj%e-indepth representation of a stimulus, misjudgements of motionwill be accompaniedby correspondingmisjudgements of depth. The relation between the misjudgements can then be predicted using the equationsfrom Appendix B. If, on the other hand, the visual system maintains a metric representation of a stimulus, misjudgements of motion and depth will not be correlated;they will then be treated by the visual system as if they were independent entities.
In the experiment we varied the stimulus by varying the twist, the rotation magnitudeand the elevation.When the settings of elevation and rotation magnitude are correlated (per condition), we are in fact probing a metameric representation. When the settings are not correlated, a metric representation is probed. We will present our results for this correlationdemonstratingthat there is a gradualtransitionbetween metric and affine-indepth related behaviour, depending on the specific stimulus condition used. We also show that the correlation,when significantlydifferentfrom zero, is indeedin accordance with a relation expected on the basis of an affme-in-depthrepresentation.
Correlation results. We computed the linear correlation between matched elevation and matched rotation magnitude for all conditions and for each subject. For each correlation we computed the probability that that specific value could originate from an uncorrelated distribution.This allows us to estimate the significance of a certain correlation differing from zero. In Fig. 5 we present all the results.The firstand major result is that all correlations are negative. Moreover, 46 out of 64 are significantlydifferent from zero at the 5'%0 level. Linear correlations are plotted vs the elevation for all subjects. Note that correlations of up to 95% are reported. It is clearly visible that elevation has a large effect on the correlation:larger elevationsresult in correlationscloser to -1. The main difference between the subjects concerning this point is the behaviour at low elevations: subject HJ shows virtually no correlation at 15 deg elevation, whereas the other two subjects do show a correlation. The same results are found for 30 deg elevation. The behaviour at 45 and 60 deg elevation is very similar amongst subjects. The effects of rotation magnitude are smaller than those of elevation, but it is evident that larger rotation magnitudes prohibit high correlations, at least for small elevations. Finally, for 30 deg twist the correlations are all shifted towards zero relative to the Odeg twist condition. In this case the increasein correlationwith elevationalready levels off at 30 deg elevation.
Orientation results. To test whether the reported correlations are in agreement with the predictions of an affine-in-depthrepresentation,we compared the orientation of the covariance ellipse with the orientation of the affine-in-depthcurve at the veridicalpoint. We compared only those orientations for which the correlation was significantly different from zero, because for the uncorrelated conditions the orientation becomes undefined (in any case, we then have a metric representation). As mentioned before, the theoretical curves that we use (see Fig. 2 ) are based on the combination of the most frontal view with the outermostone. This is not the only possible choice, since every pair of views yields a corresponding curve. We choose this particular pair because it represents the complete motion sequence (the other extreme view is in fact a mirror image of the first one, at least for twist Odeg). The orientations of the different possible curves can vary a lot, but the rank correlation with the data is always about the same. Because of the limited statistics and the lack of an adequate description of how these curves can be combined, we will not try to find a best fitting curve.
In Fig. 2 we already saw that for subject IV the agreement is reasonable: the orientation of the curve at the veridical point coincides with the orientation of the covariance ellipse in most conditions. The Spearman rank correlation of the measured orientations with the theoreticalones is indeed reasonablyhigh for twist Odeg: 0.83 (HJ), 0.79 (IV), 0.70 (MH), but close to zero for twist 30 deg: 0.18 (MH). This is probably due to the fact that the range of theoreticalorientations(slopes)is much smaller at 30 deg than at Odeg twist.
Conclusions. The fact that all reported correlationsare negative supports the theoretically predicted inverse relationship between estimated elevation (depth) and rotation magnitude. This is the main finding. Since a broad range of correlations, from c1O% up to 95%, has been found, this means that in our interpretationwe have probed the full spectrum from metric to affine-in-depth interpretations.This spectrumis clearly depictedin Fig. 2 . We can see the correlationgrow from upper left to lower right just by looking at the shape and size of the ellipse.
We have to make an additional remark here. The absence of a correlation does not exclude the possibility of a metameric class in which the degree of freedom has shifted completely to one of the variables. In fact, the bottom right panels in Fig. 2 show an affine-in-depth curve with almostzero slope at the veridicalpoint, which is exactly such a specialmetameric class. This means that both a metric and an affine-in-depth representation are compatible with a zero correlation result in those conditions. As a consequence, to distinguish between an affine-in-depthand a metric representationone should take a look at the variances itself. We consider the fact that the areas of the ellipsesin Fig. 2 clearly co-vary with the correlation as additional support (but not proof) for our classification of the data into affine-in-depth and metric representations.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Summary of experimental results
We investigatedthe relation between the perception of motion and the perception of structure, using stimuli consisting of planar patches rotating in depth. Subjects had to match both depth and motion of two of these patches. What we found is, that althoughthe attitude and rotation of a plane are sometimes poorly perceived, the relation between these entities is usually very well perceived. For large elevations and small rotations, the information available in the stimulus seems to be too noisy to allow for a full disentangling of motion and structurefrom the image flow.Thus we have an affine-indepth-likerepresentation.We confirmedthis by showing that the correlation between matched elevation and matched rotation magnitude becomes very large under certain conditions. For larger rotation magnitudes and smaller elevations, subjects performed as if they were using a metric representation.
Geometry vs tolerances
In the introduction to this paper we mentioned the "affinevs metric" discussion.We indicatedthat the usual reasoning about representations is based on minimum configurations and geometric arguments: two parallel views are sufficientfor an affine-in-depthrepresentation, whereas three views are needed for a metric representation. In our experiments,however,we used a much larger number of views and still were able to find metric as well as affine-in-depth-likebehaviour. We will try to explain what we think is the basic theory behind these results. Suppose we are presented with two different but similar views of a spatial structure, one after the other. What if we add another view between these two views? We might get a more fluent impression of motion (assumingthe total presentationtime stays the same), but not too much new informationis added. We are basically provided with a more accurate sampling of the same information. All of this of course depends on the definition of "similar views". So, what is a reasonable definition?
Every pair of views defines a velocity field. Every triplet of views also defines an acceleration field. Whereas the human visual system exhibits reasonable accuracy in velocity extraction, at least in optimized conditions (McKee, 1981) , the detection of acceleration has been shown to be quite poor (Snowden & Braddick, 1991; Werkhoven et al., 1992; Snippe & Werkhoven, 1993) . We know that acceleration information is needed to derive a full (metric) reconstruction of a moving object, if motion parallax is the only cue available. Therefore, a poor coding of accelerations in the visual system would severely impair this reconstruction, effectively leaving a time-sequence of two-view reconstructions. We think that this continuum of affine-indepth representations is the main descriptor of human stmcture-from-motionperformance.The extent to which the (poorly coded) acceleration information can be utilized to distinguish individual affine-in-depth representations in such a sequence determines the amount of metric information that is available. Eagle and Blake (1995) succeeded in modelling the performance with certain metric and affine-in-depth(they call this relief) tasks in terms of such low-level motion sensitivities. They compared thresholds for discriminating dihedral angles (a metric task) and detection of non-planarity(an affine-in-depth task) and concluded that no significant differences in threshold were found between the metricand relief-structurestasks whenplotted in terms of imagemotion sensitivi~. Although their analysis is not easily applied to our data, their approach is a good example of how one might incorporate knowledge about imagemotion sensitivitiesinto an analysisof three-dimensional structure-from-motionperception.A similar analysiswas published by Werkhoven and van Veen (1995) . They showed that the characteristics of "low-level" velocity extraction determines those of "high-level" relief extraction.
From the above arguments we conclude that those stimulus conditions that display an affine-in-depth-like behavioureffectively consist of two different views with a large number of "similar" views in-between. It is currentlynot clear which parameters actually control this similarity. An analysis similar to Eagle and Blake or Werkhoven and van Veen might be useful. We have some indications that the differential invariants of the flow fields (see Appendix B) play a role as well. This is certainly an issue that should be pursued in further research. The importantmessage is that the performance with these three-dimensionaltasks is controlled by twodimensionalmotion sensitivities(noise tolerance).
Simulations
Letus take a more detailed look at the continuum of affine-in-depthrepresentationsproposed above. For each pair of consecutiveviews, there is one structure-motion relation between the views. If we plot the reconstructed elevation of the plane vs the reconstructed amount of rotation between the views, the metameric structuremotion class is represented by a single curve. The next pair of frames is also represented by a curve. The combined graph of all pairs will look like Fig. 6 . We can see that the curves intersect at one point, which is the veridical (or metric) solutionthat we used to generate the graph. The curves differ of course, but the differences might be too small to be distinguishable from noise effects in the visual system. The distance between two curves in the graph is in general not a good measure of their difference in terms of a tolerance analysis.
To get an impressionof the noise sensitivitiesinvolved in the reconstructionprocess,we ran several simulations. We had to make some arbitrary choices here (noise model, reconstructionalgorithm),but the resultswere the same, at least qualitatively,for a large range of choices. The quantitativedifferencesbetween the results obtained with different models make it very difficult to compare the results of simulationswith those of human observers. To avoid this problem, we merely use these simulations as an illustrationof the questionsat hand. Our algorithm was supplied with three views of a rotating planar patch to which we had added relative velocity noise (better: displacementnoise).The algorithmcomputedtwo affmein-depth solutionsfrom the two pairs of views and then computed the metric solution from the intersection of constraints (see Koenderink & van Doom, 1991) . This method makes no assumptions about the constancy of angularvelocity or aboutfixed-axismotion.We also tried the Hoffman and Bennettalgorithm(Hoffman& Bennett, 1986) and obtained very similar results. Figure 7 shows some representative results of these simulations (30% velocity noise). We see a cloud of solutions stretched along the direction of the affine-indepth curves. This is what we would expect on the basis of the above arguments.The difference between the two metameric structure-motion relations (two relations, because we have three views) is of course reflected in the shape and size of the covariance ellipse. The size of the ellipse is a measure of how well the metric golutionis represented (note that the median of the solutions generated by the algorithm is close to the metric solution). The amount of elongation along the affine-indepth curves is a measure of how similar the pairs of views are, at least in the senseof a toleranceanalysis.The linear correlation of the reconstructed elevation and rotation magnitude is -0.41, -0.82 and -0.50, for examples A, B and C, respectively, all significantly different from zero at the 1% level (in fact much better) and all negative!From thiswe concludethat exampleB is closest to an affine-in-depthrepresentation.
Results from the literature
The relation between perceived motion and perceived depth has been reported on before. In 1991, Cortese and Andersen published a study on the recovery of threedimensional shape from deforming contours. Using the silhouettes of rotating ellipsoids, they presented results confirming that the "...recovery of 3D shape from *In this experiment, the possibility of matching the orientation of the extreme views cannot be distinguished from matching rotation magnitudeand elevation, because the twist of both planes is equal. Thus, one has to manipulate the twist in order to discriminate between the two possibilities.We chose not to do so because of the additional complexity of the mathematical description; when the twists differ,-the affine-in-depthcurves correspondingto the test and reference stimulus differ as well. This severely hampers a correct interpretationof the matching data.
smooth, deforming contours is dependent on the perceived extent of rotation". Petersik (1980) concluded that "The twojudgments [of rotationdirectionand mean depth rating] are not completely independent". In his 1991 paper, Petersik investigated whether information regarding rotation magnitude develops prior to, in parallel with, or after the recovery of structure. No definitiveresults on this were presented,but he argues in favour of the latter two alternatives. Liter and Braunstein (1994) found that in structure-from-motiondisplays in which the most frontal view of an object was not shown, the rotationmagnitudewas overestimatedand at the same time the perceived depth was underestimated (dihedral anglewas judged to be flatter).Our resultsare compatible with all these findings. Furthermore, for the specific conditionsthatwe measured,we have shown to be able to understand some of the dependencies between motion and structure perception in terms of a mathematical model. In 1957,Gibson and Gibson using horizontallyslanted planes mounted on a turntable, reported that "Misidentification of the shape [= depth gradient in direction of motion]... was accompaniedby anomalies in the perception of [change in] slant [= depth gradient]". In other words, they found a relation between errors made in judging slant and in judging the temporal derivative of slant. This raises a related and interesting question about the interpretation of our experimental data: did subjects match rotation magnitude (motion) or did they match extreme views (orientation)?There is no way in which the current data can distinguish between these two possibilities, although the subjects were formally instructed to match rotation magnitude. Matching the horizontalcomponentof the depth gradient of the planes (Gy) in their most extreme views is equivalentto a match of the rotation magnitudes, at least in this experiment.* Note, however, that because the two planes rotate out of phase, the extremeviews occur at differentpointsin time, which prevents a direct comparison of these views. The ultimate consequence would be that we cannot distinguish between matching of motion (rotation magnitude) and structure(elevation),and matching of structurealone (complete attitude of the plane in. its extreme view). Although this might be injurious to an interpretation of the data in terms of the visual system's processing of structure information and motion information and the connections between those assumed processing pathways, it does not impair our conclusions about the metamerism as such. Furthermore, based on the introspective reports from the subjects,we have no reason to believe that they did anything else but matching of rotation magnitude.
We strongly believe that we have demonstrated a marked inverse relationship between perceived rotation magnitude ("motion") and perceived elevation ("depth"). The fact that all 64 experimental conditions (four subjects times 16 conditions) showed a negative correlation between the two settings is a very powerful illustration of this point. This exercise shows that the distinction between "metric" and "affine-in-depth" performance is not as strict as we used to believe. When the toleranceof the visual systemto noise-effectsis taken into account, or the tolerance of any algorithm for that matter, a gradual transition occurs between the two representations.
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APPENDIXA
Decomposition of a general rotation
Any rotation can be written as the product of a rotation around a fronto-parallel axis followed by a rotation around the viewing direction. To understand this decomposition one should realise that any rotation RP can be written as a reflection Mu in a plane U containingthe rotation axis p, followedby a second reflectioni14win a plane W, also containingthe rotation axis. The dihedral angle between U and W has to equal half the magnitude of the rotation. Second, we can always choose the plane U such that it also contains the viewing direction (z-axis).This fixes the plane Wand thus the intersection coof W with the fronto-parallelplane (xY-plane).Third, let an extra plane V be the plane containing both the z-axis and the co-axis.We can then write the following: 
APPENDIXB
Planar patch rotating in depth
Suppose we have a parallel displacement field, specified by three moving object points (shown in two parallel projected views): an origin and two others, P and Q, needed to establish the parallelism of flow. Let us define the flow direction to be the y-direction. We can assume that from view 1 to view 2 a point F' underwent a rotation around the x-axis with magnitude p. We can then write down an equationrelating the two projectedy co-ordinatesof P with each other (the x co-ordinates do not change of course): @z = PyI * CoS(p) -sin(p)* I'zl. This can be rewritten in terms of the depth co-ordinate: z, = ml * COS(P) -?Y2
sin(p) "
So, if we know(or guessed) the amountof rotationp, then we would know the depth of point P. So far so good,but how do we know about p? If we try to Corntrine these equationsfor several points, we see that we add one equation and one new unknown (the z-value) for each point. It is clear now that unless we have more information,we cannot solve the puzzle completely.We mightknowp from other cues,* and it would also be very helpful to have specific information about the structure, such as the angle betweentwo given line segments.We must concludethat any solutionthat can be foundwill be ambiguousboth in depth ("z") and motion ("p"). The basic problem that is left now consistsof onlytwoviews of three points,which is exactly definedby a planarpatch rotatingin depth.If there are more pointsin the projection, we can simply treat each triplet of points as such a planar patch.
Let us therefore assumethat we have two parallel projectedviews (1 and 2) of a planar patch which differ only by a rotationwith magnitude p around an axis in the image plane; again we call this axis the x-axis. The patch is described by its position (it contains the origin) and its depth gradient in view 1:
This means that the depth "z" of each point F'in the patch is given by In the previous paragraph we wrote down an equation relating the two y co-ordinatesof a point in two different views. If we do this for two points P and Q (which, together with a third point defining the origin in both views, constitute a planar patch) we get:
'y'=py'*cOs(p'-sin(~' *((%: )OG') Qy'=Qy'*cOs(~'-sin(J) *((i2)"G')
,With some algebraic manipulation, this pair of equations transforms into another set, which is equivalent but easier to use and *In an ego-motion condition the observer moves around the object instead of the object rotating in front of the observer. For an analysis of optic flow this makes no difference at all, since only relative motion can be considered. However, a moving observer might know his own motion (and thus p) from other sources of information,like proprioceptiveinformationfrom the muscles. In binocular stereo, knowingp boils down to knowingthe vergence angle. The expression for the depth gradient of the patch is now in a very simple form, dependingonly on two functionsof knownprojected coordinates and on the unknownrotation magnitudep. If we realise that the relation between depth gradient and rotation magnitudealso holds for the veridical values of these parameters (the values that were used to generate the displays in the first place), we can write in which tbe superscripts "rec" and "ver" denote reconstructed and veridical, respectively. These equations clearly show the inverse relationbetween reconstructeddepthgradient and recovered amountof rotation, at least for small rotations. The parameters a and b can be identified as first order spatial derivatives (differential invariant) of the finite (because of finite rotations) flow field: (-CURL) and (DIV+l), respectively (see Koenderink, 1986) .~e other two first order differential invariants, DEF and the orientation of the axis of deformationh, are coupledto DIV and CURL.This couplingbetween the invariantsis due to the fact that we use parallel projectioninstead of perspective projection. DEF equals the square root of the sum of squares of DIV and CURL,whereas b equals half of the arc tangent of CURL/DIV. If we write down the displacement along the y co-ordinate of any point R of the planar patch, we get:
Ry2-RyI = -CURL . Rxl + DIV RyI.
Thus, if we use the origin and two other points, we can predict what the projecteddisplacementof a fourthpoint R has to be, to be identified as part of the same planar patch. If we reverse the argument here, we can make use of these extra points to get better estimates of the DIV and CURL, since these entities are the same for all triplets of points that are part of one and the same planar patch. Of course we need to knowthat all these points do indeed belongto the same planar patch in the first place! If we extendthis argumenta little further, we see that when we have a smooth flow field instead of a set of moving feature points, local estimates of DIV and CURLwouldbe sufficientinformationto be able to compute the above relation between local depthgradient (attitude) androtationmagnitude.In order to make that local analysis,we have to make the reduction of the problem (removing translation and imageplane rotation) on a local basis as well. Translations seem to be no problem because they can easily be corrected for, but image plane rotations do cause CURL changes. However, since DEF is coupled to DIV and CURL in the reduced case of such a planar patch rotating in depth,we are able to detect this and correct for it. We can even invert the problem and use this relation to estimate the (local) amount of image plane rotation itself. If we combine the local analyses at two different parts of a rigidly moving object, we can compare the local attitudes without knowingthem.
